Australian Government Free Insulation Program
What is free insulation?
Firstly there is no such thing as "FREE INSULATION" even if the price is $0,
because there is the environmental price.
When we make financial decisions, we think of payback period. e.g $100,000 investment at 20%pa (simple
interest) results in a debt for 5 years, thereafter there is a benefit of $20,000 per year.
Similarly, the world needs to think of payback periods with environmental investment. e.g. 100,000 GJ
investment at 20%pa (simple interest) results in a debt for 5 years, thereafter there is a benefit of 20,000 GJ
per year.
This is particularly relevant to the government's very popular home insulation rebate scheme. In particular, the
scheme is only applicable to older houses that have no insulation, but because they are old, they may be
demolished before the energy involved in the manufacture of the insulation is recovered by energy savings!
(Furthermore, almost all insulation is non-recyclable and unfriendly.)
With the "Free insulation" of many older homes—to the total opposite of the intent (the reduction
of greenhouse warming)—the embodied energy in the manufacture of insulation will never be recovered! This
is particularly so for glasswool, polyester wool, and expanded polystyrene. Fortunately, cellulose* and
reflective foil insulations* have low embodied energy with fast embodied energy payback.

As has been long known, more is not necessarily better. With insulation this is because of the diminishing
benefit of extra thermal resistance. (It is the initial insulation that makes greatest savings.)
For new homes, high R may be justified, but for older homes which will be demolished sooner, the optimum
insulation is less. Ensure your insulation choice is environmentally wise.
*Note: to ensure optimum benefit from insulation, refer the industry associations' guidelines:
e.g. For cellulose insulation, refer www.acima.asn.au
For reflective foil insulation, refer www.afia.com.au
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